Virtual Desktop

Windows
Virtual Desktop

Your workstation anywhere and anytime

The efficiency of your employees is largely related to the
availability & performance of their workstation. Issues such
as not being able to connect to files, updates on the OS and
decreasing performance reduce the efficiency of your employees
drastically. In addition, actions such as working from a private
workstation are a potential threat for confidential information.
WHY USE WINDOWS
VIRTUAL DESKTOP?
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What is a Windows Virtual Desktop?
A Windows Virtual Desktop enables you to access and use your desktop
and apps from any device. By logging in with your credentials you have your
desktop available anytime and anywhere, without any loss in performance or
user experience and without security threats, even on your smartphone.

What is the added value for you?
The Windows Virtual Desktop provides you with a fully scalable Windows 10 experience for all your employees.
This includes bringing all your Microsoft 365 applications and other applications fully optimized to any device at
any time. The WVD solution will enable you to get your new and existing employees up and running in a matter
of minutes and at a fraction of the cost by providing a thin client and a user account. What’s more, you receive free
extended security updates on Windows 7 and are able to transfer your existing licenses without additional costs.
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WINDOWS VIRTUAL DESKTOP

Our promise
We will be your partner in your transformation and provide personal support at each step.

Our offer
We provide a full migration service to ensure that all your applications are supported, files are transferred,
and governance is in place.

Why choose Proximus?
Within our Strategic Partnership with Microsoft, we strive to be the reference Cloud Centre of Excellence for Microsoft Azure.
In addition, we can rely on our own ecosystem of digital transformation experts. This puts us in a unique position to help you in
your end-to-end digital transformation journey from providing the basic telco services to full digital transformation services.

More info?
www.proximus.be/azure
Contact us via info.cloud@proximus.com

